The final project is intended to provide experience designing and building your own app and to allow exploration of App Inventor features which are of personal interest to you. Your app will include at least three (3) significant features, each of which should be roughly the scope of one of the previous assignments or in-class tutorials.

Create a new App Inventor project using your project’s name.

Grading will be based on:

1. [90] Implementation of your three features. For each feature:
   - (10) Completeness – How closely your implementation of the feature matches features description in your proposal.
   - (10) Robustness – How well your feature implementation handles all possible cases.
   - (10) Elegance – How succinctly your blocks implement the feature, avoiding unnecessary computation.

2. [10] A ~5-minute in-class presentation on either Monday (8-13) or Tuesday (8-14).

Download your final project directory to your computer (i.e. My Projects -> More Actions -> Download Source) and then upload it and your proposal document to Blackboard (i.e., Course Documents -> Final Project Proposal).